I think the brakes aren't working well…

Have you changed your brake ﬂuid?
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Watch out!

Gee, that was close!
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I'm sorry to scare you… I think
there's something wrong with the
brakes!
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Brake Fluid

Oh, really?
I didn't know that!

Useful tips on brake ﬂuid
Brake ﬂuid is the oil that transmits the force generated from the brake pedal to the
brakes. Brake ﬂuid which has been used for a long time without replacement may
not function as well as they should. This is because the brake ﬂuid absorbs moisture as it ages, and results in lowering the boiling point. The vapor which forms
during this deterioration may even cause a phenomenon called "Vapor Lock"
which will cause signiﬁcant loss in brake eﬀect. To ensure safe and comfortable
driving, we recommend that you check and replace your brake ﬂuid regularly.

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!
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The car is driving better,
and I feel a lot safer now!

Brake ﬂuid replacement recommendation
If overused without replacement…

Used

If replaced to new ﬂuid

• Increase in braking distance

• Minimum braking distance

• Soft spongy feeling when
depressing the brake pedal

• Firm feeling when depressing
the brake pedal

New

Periodical checkup and replacement will maintain comfortable driving!

Replacement guideline
Interval
30,000 km

Purpose and Function
Brake ﬂuid is a critical component of the car to
maintain safe braking performance. The brake
ﬂuid transmits the force generated from the
brake pedal to the brakes. Leakage or deterioration of the brake ﬂuid may lead to a dangerous
loss of braking power. Therefore, it is important
to have periodical checkups and make sure it is
in good condition. Furthermore, non-genuine
brake ﬂuid may not meet the requirements to
maintain safe braking performance, so it is
essential to have it replaced with high quality
Suzuki genuine brake ﬂuid, following the
speciﬁed replacement schedule.

2 years

Used

Hey, the brakes aren't
working properly!

*whichever comes ﬁrst

New

The brakes work
ﬁne now!

Visit your Suzuki Dealer for a checkup!

